Energy Conservation Potential
Conclusions
at Minnesota Data Centers
Purpose
Energy use across Minnesota data centers
appears to be large but undefined. Our task was
to profile Minnesota data centers and to provide
an overview of energy efficiency opportunities.

ECO Type
Elimination

Size Classification
Electronic

Enterprise-Class
Large (>15,000 sq. ft.), embedded or stand alone
Advanced cooling, redundant power, high security

Mid-Tier
Large (5,000-15,000 sq. ft.), embedded or stand alone
Cooling, redundant power, security

Server Room
Small (<1,000 sq. ft.), embedded facility
May have cooling and power control, IT access
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• Understand conservation opportunities
• Have little data on operational energy use
• Use assumptions to judge relative energy
consumption compared to the rest of the
facility
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Data center:
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Enterprise and Mid-Tier Data Centers

Server Closet
Very small embedded room
Little to no cooling or security

Data Centers in Minnesota
5% - Universities –
NAICS 611310
10% - Data Centers – NAICS 518
85% - Companies >$10,000,000 sales
likely to have data center
Largest fraction have no
classification related to data centers
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Twelve on-site assessments were performed to
assess the sector’s range of operations.

S

Environmental Hot/Cold aisles

Localized
Moderate size (<5,000 sq. ft.), embedded facility
Some cooling and power backup, restricted access

Observations

Energy Conservation Opportunities by Facility Size

• Within large data centers, energy is recognized as a significant portion
of operating costs.
• The cost and energy savings are so great due to economies of scale
that most large data centers have already implemented many energy
conservation opportunities.

Localized Data Centers, Server Rooms, and Server Closets

• Small facilities do not typically differentiate their data center energy
load from their facility energy because the cost is perceived as ‘small’.
• In reality, research has shown that data centers consume 30 – 40
percent of the power flowing into a typical corporation.
• This lack of energy information makes it difficult to promote efficiency
and calculate savings potential.
• With no ability to calculate savings or return on investment, efficiency
opportunities are typically overlooked in small data centers.

Energy Conservation Potential at Minnesota Data Centers: Identifying the Opportunity
can be found on the Department of Commerce website under:
Conservation Applied Research and Development (CARD)
COMM-03192012-53916

Data centers visited:

• Were embedded within multi-use facilities
• Had a wide variety of physical space usage
and equipment layout
• Showed a broad range of equipment age and
site operating practices

Data center site staff:

• Metering of data center energy use was
generally not observed
• Dedicated cooling equipment not observed
in smaller data centers

Ask Your Utility if They…
•
•
•
•

Can help measure energy use
Have an equipment lending program
Assist with benchmarking
Offer rebates

Next Steps
The Department of Commerce has funded the
Small Embedded Data Center Program Pilot
with a focus on:
• Measuring energy consumption
• Analyzing efficiency
• Recommending and implementing energy
conservation opportunities
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